
Anxiety is the symptom of the age. And why not? Society seems to have no
center, to offer no reassuring certainty, and to define no comforting roles.
Everything seems somehow up to us when we often don’t sense where or
to whom to turn. The past offers no confidence and the future no agreeable
terms. And so, breath turns short, the heart races, and palms grow sweaty,
as anxiety overwhelms us. And what’s worse is that we know we should be
grateful for what we have, for our relative security and unprecedented
provision. Americans are the most anxious people in history, while also the
most prosperous. What, in heaven’s name, are we to do to tamp down our
anxiety?

The Bible addresses anxiety head on, like it
does so many other matters. The Bible reminds
us that God holds everything most important to
us in his own hands. Thus, rather than to be
anxious, we are instead to ask. Thank God, and
ask him. Beg, if you must, with incessant
prayers, petitions, and requests. His perfect
love drives away anxiety’s faceless fear, not
necessarily at once but like dissipating fog. We
need not even know what to request in prayer.
After all, faith is confidence God will reward our
hope and assurance that we have an
anxiety-free future that we cannot see. We give

no thought for tomorrow, instead seeking God’s will and kingdom today.
God then consoles the anxious, first with glimmers and soon with floods of
joy.

Friendship, fellowship, counseling, care, and medication can all soothe
anxiety. Sometimes, we just need a little boost, a little reprieve, a little
distraction. Sometimes, we just need a little help summoning the energy
and concentration to see God on his throne, sending his Spirit for our
comfort. Anxiety’s eternal cure will be in our Christ-borne redemption. Until
that day, we join God in redeeming the world of its anxiety, little by little, day
by day. We trust, submitting our worried hearts to him until we are no longer
troubled nor afraid.


